Abstract. We show that a link in an open book can be realized as a strongly quasipositive braid if and only if it bounds a Legendrian ribbon with respect to the associated contact structure. This generalizes a result due to Baader and Ishikawa for links in the threesphere. We highlight some related techniques for determining whether or not a link is strongly quasipositive, emphasizing applications to fibered links and satellites.
Introduction
Among all common families of links in S 3 , the strongly quasipositive braids defined by Rudolph [Rud90] are perhaps the most intimately connected to contact geometry. For example, Hedden [Hed10] showed that a fibered link in S 3 is strongly quasipositive if and only if its open book supports the tight contact structure on S 3 . These so-called tight fibered knots include algebraic knots and all knots admitting lens space (or even L-space) surgeries [Ni07, Hed10] , and it is conjectured that tight fibered knots are linearly independent in the concordance group [Bak16, Rud76] . More generally, strongly quasipositive links achieve equality in the Bennequin and slice-Bennequin bounds on Seifert and slice genera, and it is conjectured that they are the only links for which the Bennequin bound is sharp.
A more elementary connection to contact geometry was established by Baader and Ishikawa in [BI09] : the strongly quasipositive links are precisely those links that bound Legendrian ribbons in (S 3 , ξ st ), where a Legendrian ribbon in a contact 3-manifold (Y, ξ) is a surface R that retracts onto some Legendrian graph Λ ⊂ R under a flow tangent to ξ ∩ T R. These surfaces may be of independent interest for their role in Giroux's correspondence [Gir02] and the fact that they minimize both Seifert and slice genera in (S 3 , ξ st ).
Recently, the notion of strong quasipositivity was extended to braids in arbitrary open books [BEH + 15, Hay17, Hed, IK17] . Just as in the classical setting, this notion exhibits a close connection to contact geometry. Our main theorem generalizes the result of Baader and Ishikawa to arbitrary contact 3-manifolds and compatible open books.
Theorem 1. A link in an open book is strongly quasipositive if and only if it bounds a
Legendrian ribbon in the associated contact structure.
The forward implication uses a version of Giroux flexibility for surfaces with transverse boundary. The reverse implication follows an approach inspired by Baader and Ishikawa, made possible by Gay and Licata's development of Morse structures on open books [GL] . As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, we see that the condition of strong quasipositivity is fundamentally contact-geometric and independent of the choice of compatible open book.
Remark 1.1. After distributing a draft of this paper, I learned that Theorem 1 had also been proven in a different manner by Baykur, Etnyre, Hedden, Kawamuro, and Van Horn-Morris. Their proof, obtained independently, will appear in forthcoming joint work.
We apply these ideas in several directions. First, we can use Legendrian ribbons to obtain strong constraints on genera of surfaces bounded by strongly quasipositive links. The most basic result in this direction, observed in [IK17, Hay17] , is that strongly quasipositive links achieve equality in the Bennequin-Eliashberg bound; see §4.1. This is applied, for example, to study cables of strongly quasipositive knots (in Corollary 4.4). In §4.4, we study the effect of braid operations on other notions of quasipositivity using a more powerful constraint, one that generalizes a result due to Rudolph for knots in S 3 : If (Y, ξ) has a symplectic filling X with vanishing second homology, then a nontrivial strongly quasipositive knot in Y cannot bound a slice disk in X.
Second, we can use Legendrian ribbons to certify that a given link can be represented by a strongly quasipositive braid. This is particularly useful for studying satellites, where a familiar procedure for producing Seifert surfaces of satellite knots is compatible with Legendrian ribbons.
Theorem 2. If J ⊂ S 1 × D 2 is a strongly quasipositive braid and K ⊂ (Y, ξ) is a strongly quasipositive link, then the satellite J(K) ⊂ (Y, ξ) is also a strongly quasipositive link.
This approach can also be used to demonstrate the strong quasipositivity of sufficiently twisted Whitehead doubles (Example 4.7) and of patterns and companions of fibered strongly quasipositive knots in a tight contact manifold (Theorem 4.13 and Corollary 4.14).
Third, motivated by the importance of tight fibered knots in S 3 , we can ask about the relationship between strong quasipositivity and fiberedness for knots in a tight contact manifold (Y, ξ). Theorem 1 implies that a fibered transverse knot is strongly quasipositive with respect to any open book supporting the same contact structure; see §4.3. It is illuminating to merge this observation with a result of Etnyre and Van Horn-Morris:
Corollary 3 (cf. [Hed10, EVHM11] ). Let K be a fibered link in a tight contact manifold (Y, ξ) with zero Giroux torsion supported by an open book (B, π). The following are equivalent:
(1) K is transversely isotopic to a strongly quasipositive braid with respect to (B, π); (2) K bounds a Legendrian ribbon in (Y, ξ); (3) the contact structure ξ K supported by K is isotopic to ξ; (4) K achieves equality in the Bennequin-Eliashberg bound.
Finally, Theorem 1 reveals the weakness of strong quasipositivity in an overtwisted contact structure. Indeed, a result of Baader, Cieliebak, and Vogel says that every nullhomologous link type in an overtwisted contact structure bounds a Legendrian ribbon.
Corollary 4 (cf. [BCV09] ). In an overtwisted contact structure, every nullhomologous link type is strongly quasipositive.
This corollary serves as a dramatic demonstration of the principle that strong quasipositivity is fundamentally contact-geometric.
Organization. We recall the necessary background material in §2, with an emphasis on Morse structures on open books and front projections of Legendrian ribbons. The main theorem and applications are proven in §3 and §4, respectively.
Acknowledgements. I wish to thank Sebastian Baader for an inspiring correspondence about the results of [BI09] and [BCV09] , as well as John Baldwin, John Etnyre, David Gay, and Eli Grigsby for helpful conversations. Thanks also to the members of the AIM SQuaRE on contact and symplectic geometry and the mapping class groups ([BEH + 15]) for their support. Figure 1 depicts an example where the page is a half-plane. The band has exactly one point where it is tangent to the page F θ , and we say the band is positive or negative according to whether the orientation of the Seifert surface agrees or disagrees, respectively, with the orientation of the page at this tangency. Equivalently, we can define Bennequin surfaces in terms of their open book foliations, which consist only of aa-tiles; see the definitions and background in [IK17] . We can extend this definition to transverse links using the correspondence discussed above so that a transverse link is strongly quasipositive if it is transversely isotopic to a strongly quasipositive braid with respect to some compatible open book.
2.2.
Morse structures on open books. Here we collect the necessary definitions and results from Gay and Licata's study of Morse structures on open books; all material in this subsection is drawn from [GL] . Define a contact 3-manifold (W 0 , ξ 0 = ker α 0 ) by
where x, y, z are coordinates on the three factors of W . Under the contactomorphism in Theorem 2.2, we can identify the boundary of a neighborhood of each component of B with {1} × S 1 × S 1 . The contactomorphism is constructed using the flow of a certain vector field V on Y \ B; see [GL, Definition 1.2] for details. For our purposes, it suffices to note that the restriction of V to each page F θ is a vector field V θ that has a single source, no sinks, and is tangent to the characteristic foliation.
The skeleton Skel ⊂ Y \ B is the union over all pages of the descending manifolds of the index-1 singularities of V θ , together with the index-0 singularity on each page. The co-skeleton, denoted Coskel, is the union over all pages of the ascending manifolds of the index-1 singularities. The 2-complex Coskel intersects the boundary n S 1 × S 1 of a regular neighborhood of the binding B in a trivalent graph T , and the isotopy type of this graph determines the original open book (Y, B, π) up to diffeomorphism. This collection of decorated tori is called a Morse diagram for (Y, B, π).
Morse diagrams can also be considered abstractly: An abstract Morse diagram is a collection of tori n S 1 × S 1 with a finite trivalent graph T such that (i) the edges of T are monotonic with respect to the second S 1 factor; (ii) for each fixed value c of the second factor, there is a pairing on curves intersecting n S 1 × {c}, and the pairing is constant away from vertices; (iii) surgery on n S 1 × {c} with attaching spheres given by paired points on the curves yields a single S 1 ; and (iv) trivalent points occur in pairs on the same slice n S 1 × {c}. As t → c − , a curve labeled x approaches a curve labeled y from the left (respectively, right), while as t → c + , a curve labeled x approaches the other y-curve from the right (left). Here we view each torus in n S 1 × S 1 as {1} × S 1 × S 1 , the boundary of a regular neighborhood of a binding component. A generic smooth knot K in Y will avoid the binding B and intersect the 2-complex Skel transversely. We can assume that the image of the knot under the projection map to the collection of tori is an immersion with transverse double points, forming the starting point for a knot diagram. The key difference is that the image will generally consist of immersed arcs whose endpoints lie on the trivalent graph T inside the Morse diagram. The endpoints of these arcs correspond to intersections of K with Skel. When the knot K is Legendrian (i.e. when T K lies inside ξ), the resulting knot diagram exhibits many of the same features as Legendrian fronts in (R 3 , ξ st ). See ending on e at height t, approaching e from the left (respectively, right), there is an arc of D ending on e at height t, approaching e from the right (left).
The following theorem says that we can use front projections in Morse diagrams in much the same manner as front projections in (R 3 , ξ st ).
Theorem 2.5 (Gay-Licata). Let Λ be a Legendrian link in (Y, ξ) that is disjoint from the binding and transverse to Skel. Then the image of Λ under the flow by ±V to n S 1 × S 1 is a front on the Morse diagram. Furthermore, any front on this Morse diagram is the image of such a Legendrian Λ, and any two Legendrians with the same front are equal.
Gay and Licata also provide a set of diagram moves for Legendrian fronts and prove an analogue of Reidemeister's theorem. The preceding definition and theorem extend naturally to allow for front projections of Legendrian graphs, embedded spatial graphs whose edges are tangent to the contact planes. The set of Reidemeister moves for Legendrian graphs in (R 3 , ξ st ) from [BI09] also extends in the obvious way. In addition to these Reidemeister moves, we also wish to consider subdivision of the edges of a Legendrian graph, which consists of placing a new vertex along an existing edge.
2.4. Legendrian ribbons. As discussed in §1, we define a Legendrian ribbon of a Legendrian graph Λ in (Y, ξ) to be a smoothly embedded surface R ⊂ Y with transverse boundary such that (1) Λ is in the interior of R and R retracts onto Λ under a flow tangent to ξ| R , (2) for each p ∈ Λ, the 2-plane ξ p is tangent to R, and (3) for each p ∈ R \ Λ, the 2-plane ξ p is transverse to R.
In (R 3 , ξ st ), there is a standard recipe for building a Legendrian ribbon using front diagrams. One begins by replacing the cusps and vertices of the diagram with ribbon neighborhoods as depicted on the left half of Figure 4 . Away from these cusps and vertices, we extend the ribbon in such a way that it undergoes one half-twist along each segment that contains no cusps or vertices. For a thorough justification of these steps, see [Avd13, Algorithm 2]. Ambiently, we can understand the presence of the half-twist as follows: First, construct a band by pushing the arc off itself along the ±∂/∂y directions. The front projection of this band is degenerate and will have the same image as the arc itself. Thus, to ensure that the band can glue to the local ribbon neighborhoods of the cusps/vertices at its ends, we apply a quarter-twist to each end of the band. These combine to form a single half-twist as depicted.
When considering Legendrian fronts in a Morse diagram, the procedure for producing front projections of Legendrian ribbons is nearly identical. Suppose that Λ ⊂ (Y, ξ) is a Legendrian graph with front projection D(Λ) inside an associated Morse diagram ( n S 1 × S 1 , T ). We can assume that all cusps and vertices of D(Λ) occur away from T , so the local moves from Figure 4 generalize in the obvious way. Again we extend the ribbon over each cusp-/vertexfree segment of the diagram, introducing a single half-twist along each such segment. This choice is justified just as in the standard setting; now we are pushing the arc off itself using the vector field V instead of ∂/∂y. For visual clarity, we can assume the twist occurs away from T as shown in Figure 4 .
It is easy to check that subdivision of edges preserves the isotopy type of the Legendrian ribbon and the transverse isotopy type of its boundary.
From Bennequin surfaces to Legendrian ribbons and back
Our goal in this section is to prove the main theorem, which draws an equivalence between strongly quasipositive links in an open book and links bounding Legendrian ribbons in a compatible contact structure. Proof. First, suppose that R is a Legendrian ribbon in (Y, ξ). After a small perturbation, we can assume that the characteristic foliation on R is Morse-Smale, contains no closed leaves, and has a positive elliptic point at each vertex and a single positive hyperbolic point along each edge, as claimed.
Conversely, suppose that K is a transverse link with a Seifert surface S whose characteristic foliation is Morse-Smale and contains no attracting closed leaves or negative singularities. We may eliminate any repelling closed leaf of the characteristic foliation by introducing a positive elliptic-hyperbolic pair along as in Figure 5 ; see Lemma 2.3 of [EF09] . Now let Γ be the Legendrian graph obtained as (the closure of) the union of the hyperbolic points' stable manifolds, and let S + denote a small neighborhood of Γ in S. By the Morse-Smale condition and the fact that there are no negative singularities or closed leaves, the subsurface S \ S + is a collection of annuli whose characteristic foliation consists of parallel arcs running from ∂S to ∂S + . Therefore the characteristic foliation on S is divided by a set of core curves for these annuli, one parallel to each boundary component of S. As in [EVHM11, Lemma 2.1], we can construct a contact vector field transverse to S with this dividing set. It is easy to see that there is another singular foliation F on S that is conjugate to the characteristic foliation on a Legendrian ribbon of Γ and agrees with the characteristic foliation on S outside of S + . The dividing set constructed above also divides the singular foliation F . An appropriate version of Giroux's flexibility theorem (see [EVHM11, Theorem 2.2]) now says that we can isotope S rel boundary so that its characteristic foliation agrees with F . It follows that there is an isotopy carrying S to a Legendrian ribbon, and this isotopy preserves the transverse isotopy type of the boundary. We will show that any Legendrian graph in an open book can be arranged in a position analogous to the familiar "arc presentations" of knots and links in R 3 ; see the survey [Cro98] . When the graph is arranged in this manner, its Legendrian ribbon is naturally isotopic to a Bennequin surface. We first illustrate the strategy with an example.
Example 3.4. The set of diagrams in Figure 6 above depicts the construction of a special Legendrian ribbon for the Legendrian knot from the middle of Figure 3 . In the first step, vertices are added at the cusps and at some intermediate points. As a result, the middle diagram consists of segments that are almost horizontal near vertices and nearly vertical elsewhere. The resulting front projection for the Legendrian ribbon consists of disks joined by positively twisted bands with braided boundary. The back of each disk consists of a negatively braided segment that can be made positively braided by a transverse isotopy that pushes the segment through the binding.
We define an arc presentation of a graph G in an open book (B, π) to be an embedding of G in a finite collection of pages such that all vertices lie on the binding and every edge is a single simple arc in a page F θ = π −1 (θ). Given a Morse structure on (B, π), we can assume that G is transverse to Skel. Consider the front projection of G. Each edge projects to a union of disjoint arcs w = ∪ i w i in ( n S 1 × S 1 , T ) such that all points in w have the same θ-coordinate and all but two points in ∂w lie on T . The points in ∂w that lie on T can be paired as in condition (iii) of Definition 2.4. We call such a union of arcs w a wire in the Morse diagram, and we refer to the two points in ∂w \ T as the ends of the wire. We refer to the front projection of G, i.e. the collection of wires, as an arc diagram for G.
Though an arc diagram does not satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 2.4, we can modify it so that it does correspond to the front projection of a Legendrian graph: For sufficiently small > 0, we can use a small isotopy of n S 1 × S 1 that preserves each S 1 × {z} to approximate any wire w by a union w of arcs such that the slope at any point lies in [−∞, 0] and is (1) infinite at the points of ∂w ∩ T , (2) zero at the ends of the wire, and (3) equal to −1/ away from ∂w.
We call this a cusped arc diagram, and we continue to refer to the unions of arcs as "wires". By (the proof) of Theorem 2.5, each wire in the cusped arc diagram lifts to a Legendrian arc in (Y, ξ) with its endpoints on the binding B. Since every arc diagram determines a cusped arc diagram that is unique up to isotopy through cusped arc diagrams, applying Theorem 2.5 yields the following: Define a slanted rectangular graph in S 1 × S 1 to be an embedded graph whose edges all have slope − or −1/ for a small value > 0. Note that a vertex in such a graph has valence at most four. We say that a valence-two vertex is a cusp if the incident edges form an acute angle. Choose a slanted rectangular approximation G to the Legendrian front D(Λ) such that
(1) the cusps of G and D(Λ) agree, (2) the intersections G ∩ T and D(Λ) ∩ T agree, and (3) edges of G meet T with slope −1/ . By smoothing the non-cusp vertices of valence two in G and perturbing G near valence-one vertices on T so that the incoming edge has infinite slope, we obtain a front for a Legendrian graph Λ G . Up to subdivision, the Legendrian graphs Λ and Λ G are isotopic. By subdividing each edge of slope − in G and contracting towards the binding, we obtain a cusped arc diagram whose lift is equivalent to Λ.
Note that, as a special case, we obtain a generalization of the classical fact that every link in S 3 admits an arc presentation with respect to the standard open book. The claimed connection between Legendrian ribbons and positive Bennequin surfaces follows easily from this setup.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let R be a Legendrian ribbon of the Legendrian graph Λ. By Proposition 3.6, we can place Λ in cusped arc position after subdividing edges. Subdivision of edges and isotopy of Legendrian graphs not only preserve the smooth isotopy type of R but also the transverse isotopy type of its boundary. Now perturb Λ slightly so that it once again misses the binding. Away from the binding, the edges of Λ still have vanishingly small θ-support. In the front projection, every vertex v has a neighborhood as depicted in Figure 7 ; of course, the number and configuration of edges at v will vary. As in that figure, we form the front projection of the Legendrian ribbon R, placing a single half-twist along each downward edge as shown. Away from these neighborhoods, the edges and ribbon are nearly vertical. By a slight isotopy of the surface induced by a transverse isotopy of the boundary, we can arrange so that almost all of ∂R is (positively) braided. This is indicated in the second step of Figure 7 . The only non-braided portions of ∂R are the arcs that wind around the back of the disk at each vertex. We braid each such arc by using a transverse isotopy to push it back across the binding. The ribbon R is now a Bennequin surface with positively twisted bands, as desired.
Applications

Genus bounds.
The majority of our applications will invoke some constraint on the topology of a surface bounded by a strongly quasipositive knot, so we begin by collecting these constraints. Most fundamentally, we have the Bennequin-Eliashberg inequality [Ben83, Eli92] : If L is a nullhomologous transverse link in a tight contact 3-manifold with Seifert surface Σ, then the self-linking number of L satisfies
sl(L, [Σ]) ≤ −χ(Σ).
(4.1)
As mentioned in §1, it has been conjectured that strongly quasipositive braids are the only braids for which the Bennequin-Eliashberg bound is sharp; see [IK17] . In light of Theorem 1, this conjecture is equivalent to showing that L achieves equality in (4.1) with respect to a given relative homology class if and only if that relative homology class contains a Legendrian ribbon. The reverse implication is a simple consequence of the definition of the transverse self-linking number, so (as observed in [Hay17, IK17] ) the Bennequin-Eliashberg inequality is indeed sharp for a strongly quasipositive transverse link.
If (Y, ξ) has a symplectic filling (X, ω), then Legendrian ribbons can also be used to understand the minimal genus of properly embedded "slice" surfaces in X with boundary L ⊂ Y . To this end, recall the relative version of the Symplectic Thom Conjecture [GK16] : If Σ is a symplectic surface in (X, ω) such that ∂Σ is a transverse link in (Y, ξ), then Σ is genus-minimizing in its relative homology class. We can apply this to a Legendrian ribbon by pushing its interior into a collar neighborhood of X to produce a properly embedded symplectic surface (by, for example, combining Lemma 5.1 and Example 4.3 of [Hay17] ).
Proposition 4.2. Let (X, ω) be a convex symplectic filling of (Y, ξ). If R is a Legendrian ribbon in Y with transverse boundary L, then R is genus-minimizing in its relative homology class in H 2 (X, L).
In particular, if X has vanishing second homology, then a nontrivial strongly quasipositive knot in Y cannot bound a slice disk in X. This generalizes a result of Rudolph [Rud93] for strongly quasipositive links in S 3 . 4.2. Strongly quasipositive satellites. We begin by proving Theorem 2, which says that if J ⊂ S 1 × D 2 is a strongly quasipositive braid and K ⊂ (Y, ξ) is a strongly quasipositive transverse link, then the transverse satellite J(K) ⊂ (Y, ξ) is also a strongly quasipositive transverse link.
Proof of Theorem 2. Fix a Legendrian ribbon R bounded by K in (Y, ξ) . The satellite is constructed using a contactomorphism between neighborhoods V = N (U ) and N (K), where U can be taken to be the standard transverse 1-braid bounding a disk D perpendicular to the z-axis in R 3 with its rotationally symmetric contact structure. Moreover, we can assume that the contactomorphism carries
Choose a Bennequin surface F for J constructed from n parallel copies of D joined by positively twisted bands as in Figure 8 . Letting F 0 denote F ∩ N (U ), we note that the embedding F 0 ⊂ N (U ) → N (K) respects the characteristic foliation. We can take a Reeb vector field for ξ that is normal to R and use it to obtain n parallel copies of R, which we denote R . We can then glue R to the copy of F 0 in N (K) to obtain a Seifert surface for J(K). The characteristic foliation this surface can be taken to satisfy the hypotheses of the ribbon flexibility lemma (Lemma 3.1), so we conclude that J(K) bounds a Legendrian ribbon and is therefore strongly quasipositive.
Remark 4.3. The argument above extends to the case where J is not necessarily a strongly quasipositive braid in V but rather a strongly quasipositive link embedded in V so that it bounds a "relative" Legendrian ribbon. More precisely, we need only require that J cobound a surface F 0 with some number of transverse longitudes in ∂V such that the characteristic foliation on F 0 is Morse-Smale, contains no negative singularities or attracting closed leaves, and points outward along J and inward along the longitudes comprising ∂F 0 ∩ V .
We can use Theorem 2 and the Bennequin-Eliashberg inequality to determine which cables of strongly quasipositive links are strongly quasipositive.
Corollary 4.4. Let K ⊂ (Y, ξ) be a strongly quasipositive transverse link and let (p, q) be a pair of integers with p ≥ 1. The transverse (p, q)-cable of K is strongly quasipositive if and only if q is non-negative.
Proof. Denote the (p, q)-cable of K by K (p,q) . We can construct a Seifert surface S for K (p,q) as in the proof of Theorem 2, where the bands may be negatively twisted if q is negative. By [Sch53, §21, Satz 1], this is a minimal genus Seifert surface for K (p,q) . When q is non-negative, the pattern T (p,q) is a strongly quasipositive braid, so K (p,q) is strongly quasipositive by Theorem 2. In particular, the self-linking number of K (p,q) is −χ(S). On Figure 8 . Taking a satellite whose pattern is a strongly quasipositive braid. the other hand, if q is negative, then the maximal Euler characteristic for K (p,q) is unchanged but the self-linking number is decreased. It follows that the Bennequin-Eliashberg bound fails to be sharp, so K (p,q) cannot be strongly quasipositive if q is negative.
Remark 4.5. The above corollary generalizes a result of Hedden [Hed10, Corollary 1.3] that determines the strong quasipositivity of certain iterated torus knots in S 3 .
The next two examples produce strongly quasipositive links using satellites whose patterns already bound Legendrian ribbons in S 1 × D 2 , generalizing constructions due to Rudolph [Rud84, Rud93] .
Example 4.6 (Quasipositive annuli). Given a Legendrian knot Λ in (Y, ξ), its Legendrian ribbon is an annulus whose boundary is a strongly quasipositive transverse link. Following Rudolph, we refer to such a surface as a quasipositive annulus.
Example 4.7 (Whitehead doubles). With Λ still denoting a Legendrian knot and R Λ its ribbon, we can plumb together R Λ with the ribbon of a small Legendrian unknot U with maximal Thurston-Bennequin number tb(U ) = −1. The boundary of the resulting ribbon is a twisted Whitehead double of Λ, where the twisting is determined by the contact framing. In particular, if Λ is nullhomologous, then we have constructed the tb(Λ)-twisted Whitehead double of Λ.
As evidenced by Examples 4.6 and 4.7, the companion to a strongly quasipositive satellite knot is not necessarily strongly quasipositive.
Example 4.8 (Cables of rational bindings). For a different flavor of example, we can consider a rationally nullhomologous knot K ⊂ Y whose complement fibers over the circlethat is, K is the binding of a rational open book. Since K is nontrivial in H 1 (Y ; Z), it cannot be strongly quasipositive with respect to any (integral) open book. On the other hand, K has positive cables that are genuinely fibered and support the same contact structure; see [BEVHM12] . It follows that these cables can be represented by strongly quasipositive braids with respect to the open books they define.
On the other hand, all of the above examples of strongly quasipositive satellite knots have strongly quasipositive patterns. This motivates the following question: Question 4.9. If a satellite knot J(K) is strongly quasipositive with respect to a tight contact manifold (Y, ξ), then must the pattern knot J be strongly quasipositive in (S 3 , ξ st )?
We address a special case of this question further below in §4.3. We now address a special case of Question 4.9. Before stating the result, we recall that an oriented link J in the solid torus V is said to be fibered in the solid torus if its exterior fibers over S 1 in such a way that the boundary of each fiber F consists of a single longitude on ∂N (J) and some number of longitudes on ∂V . This fibration constitutes a relative open book decomposition of the solid torus as defined in [VHM07] (see also [BEVHM12] ). We say that a contact structure ξ is compatible with the relative open book if there is a contact form α for ξ such that J is a positively transverse link, dα is a positive area form on each page of the relative open book, and the characteristic foliation of ξ on ∂V agrees with the foliation defined by the boundaries of the fibers. However, it is convenient to relax the boundary condition and demand only that the characteristic foliation on ∂V be linear and that the Reeb vector field for α preserve ∂V and be positively transverse to both the characteristic foliation and the foliation induced by the fibers. It is easy to see that if ξ and ξ are contact structures compatible with a relative open book decomposition of the solid torus in the strict and relaxed sense, respectively, then ξ is tight if and only if ξ is tight. Proof. Let (J, π) denote a the relative open book supporting a tight contact structure ξ on the solid torus V . We can produce an open book (J, π ) for S 3 with binding J by capping off each fiber π −1 (θ) with disks attached along π −1 (θ) ∩ ∂V . These disks sweep out a complementary solid torus W to V in S 3 . We can equip W with a contact structure in the obvious way so that it glues together with (V, ξ) to produce a contact structure ξ on S 3 supported by the open book (J, π ); see [VHM07, Proposition 3.0.7] .
For the sake of contradiction, suppose that ξ is overtwisted. Let U denote the braided transverse unknot in (J, π ) that forms the core of W . By [Etn13, Corollary 2.3], the complement of any transverse unknot in an overtwisted contact structure contains an overtwisted disk. (That is, all transverse unknots in an overtwisted contact manifold are "loose".) It follows that there is an overtwisted disk in the exterior of some smaller standard neighborhood of U . But the contact structure on the exterior of any such neighborhood of U can also be realized as a contact structure on V supported by (J, π). This contradicts the hypothesis that J is tight fibered in the solid torus, so we conclude that ξ is in fact tight, i.e. J is tight fibered in S 3 .
We now show that the answer to Question 4.9 is yes for fibered satellite knots in a tight contact structure. In fact, we can say more: Theorem 4.13. If J(K) is a fibered satellite knot in Y supporting a tight contact structure, then the pattern J ⊂ V is a tight fibered knot in the solid torus (and in S 3 ) and the companion K ⊂ Y is a rationally fibered knot, where the interior of the rational fiber surface is an open Legendrian ribbon.
Proof. We begin by mirroring an argument from [EN85, §1.4] and [FLP12, Exposé 14] . The incompressible torus T = ∂N (K) in the exterior of J(K) can be isotoped so that it meets the pages of the open book transversely. Let F denote a fixed page. Using a flow on the exterior of J(K) that preserves T , we can find a monodromy representative ϕ : F → F that fixes (setwise) the collection of homotopically nontrivial curves Γ = T ∩ F . Since T separates Y , the curves Γ separate F into subsurfaces F 1 and F 2 . Here we take F 1 to be the connected subsurface containing ∂F and F 2 to be the (possibly disconnected) subsurface in the interior of F . The monodromy must fix each of F 1 and F 2 setwise; we denote by ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 the restriction of ϕ to F 1 and F 2 , respectively. For suitable choices in the ThurstonWinkelnkemper construction (including choosing a 1-form β on F that is ϕ-invariant near Γ), we can find a contact form α compatible with (F, ϕ) such that the characteristic foliation on each page is transverse to Γ and points out of the subsurface F 2 . (This would no longer be possible if there were connected components of F 1 that did not meet ∂F .) We can also assume that the Reeb vector field preserves T and is positively transverse to the foliations on T induced by the contact structure and by the pages of the open book.
The desired conclusions now follow easily from this setup: First, we see that (F 1 , ϕ 1 ) is an abstract relative open book for the solid torus N (K) ∼ = V with binding J ⊂ V . By construction, (F 1 , ϕ 1 ) supports the contact structure obtained by restricting α, which must be tight because α defines a tight contact structure on Y . By Lemma 4.12, it follows that J is a tight fibered knot when viewed in S 3 . Second, we have exhibited the exterior of K in Y as a mapping torus of ϕ 2 : F 2 → F 2 , and the characteristic foliation on each fiber can be assumed to satisfy Lemma 3.1.
Restricting our attention to knots in S 3 , we obtain: Corollary 4.14. If the satellite knot J(K) in S 3 is a fibered strongly quasipositive knot, then both the pattern J and companion K are fibered strongly quasipositive knots.
Proof. The first part of the statement follows from Theorem 4.13 and Hedden's characterization of tight fibered knots in S 3 as fibered strongly quasipositive knots [Hed10, Proposition 2.1]. As for the companion knot, we recall that any rationally fibered knot K in S 3 must in fact be genuinely fibered. Moreover, each rational fiber is a disjoint union of genuine fiber surfaces. Choosing any individual connected component of the rational fiber surface for K guaranteed by Theorem 4.13, we obtain a Seifert surface for a push-off transversely isotopic to K that is isotopic to a Legendrian ribbon. It follows that K is a strongly quasipositive fibered knot.
Remark 4.15. See [Dia] for more discussion of braided satellites and quasipositivity.
4.4. Braid operations and quasipositivity. Our final application of these ideas concerns the notion of Stein quasipositive braids in a Stein-fillable open book. For the sake of brevity here, we refer the reader to [Hay17] for a precise definition. In (D 2 , id), these braids are precisely Rudolph's quasipositive braids.
By the transverse Markov theorem ( [Pav08] ), any transverse isotopy between transverse braids in an open book can be realized by a sequence of positive Markov stabilizations and destabilizations; see Figure 9 for a local depiction of a positive Markov stabilization. As observed in [Hay17] , it follows immediately from definitions that positive Markov stabilization preserves Stein quasipositivity at the level of braid isotopy. However, the converse is more subtle. In the classical case, we have: Proof. The binding K = ∂F is transversely isotopic to a 1-braid with respect to (F, ϕ), viewed as a (1,1)-cable of K with respect to the framing determined by the fiber F . It suffices to show that this braid is not Stein quasipositive but becomes so after some number of positive stabilizations.
For the latter claim, we note that any strongly quasipositive braid with respect to a Stein-fillable open book is necessarily Stein quasipositive. As discussed above, the binding of an open book admits a strongly quasipositive braid representative with respect to the open book itself, so we know that K has a Stein quasipositive braid representative with respect to the Stein-fillable open book (F, ϕ). By the transverse Markov theorem, the 1-braid and this Stein quasipositive braid have a common positive Markov stabilization. Since any positive Markov stabilization of a Stein quasipositive braid is again Stein quasipositive, we see that the 1-braid itself becomes Stein quasipositive after some number of positive Markov stabilizations.
To conclude the proof, we suppose for the sake of contradiction that the 1-braid representative of K is indeed Stein quasipositive. If the monodromy ϕ is the identity, then a Stein quasipositive 1-braid must necessarily bound an embedded disk D in (F, id). Since (F, id) naturally arises as the boundary of a subcritical Stein domain X 0 , we can push we can the interior of D into a collar neighborhood of X 0 . Otherwise, ϕ consists of positive Dehn twists performed along homologically nontrivial simple closed curves in F . These correspond to modifying (F, id) by performing Dehn surgery along Legendrian curves in F with framing −1 relative to the page framing. These surgeries can be viewed as the result of attaching (and the observation that follows it): Any Stein filling X of Y = # k S 1 × S 2 is diffeomorphic to k S 1 × B 3 (see, e.g., [CE12] ), which has vanishing second homology. It follows that a nontrivial strongly quasipositive knot in (Y, ξ) cannot bound a slice disk in X, so we conclude that the 1-braid representative of K cannot be Stein quasipositive.
